
FULL STACK DEVELOPER

WHO ARE WE?

Evina is a rare gem among French start-ups: a cutting-edge cybersecurity company, 
dedicated to mobile payments, with 15 years of R&D fueling its award-winning technology.

Evina's goal is to become one of the world's leading cybersecurity companies, and is paving 
the way to achieving its ambitions.



Today, Evina protects mobile operators, digital merchants and payment aggregators in more 
than 70 countries and secures more than 16 million transactions per day.



Our mission is simple: to make cyberspace more prosperous for everyone by using cutting 
edge technology to stop criminals. 



Our values are more than just words hung on an office wall: excellence and caring are at the 
heart of what we do. To provide the most advanced technology to the market, we strive to 
create a thriving workspace where we are mindful of our team members and their well-being 
so that they can perform at their best. 



Evina’s headquarters are located in Paris, with beautiful offices in the heart of the city. You 
also have the option to work remotely as we take pride in our international team working 
from different parts of the world. 






Evina is looking for a Full Stack Developer to develop our Eyewitness product. 

We require at least 3 years of higher education.




EYEWITNESS



Evina’s Eyewitness is the first solution in the world able to record data-enriched videos of 
what users actually see and do on the payment page. It saves time and money in complaints 
management and helps all players to maintain trustful and transparent relationships.


WHO ARE WE LOOKING FOR?

Release date: 08/26/21

Vacancy number: DEVFULLSTACK_210826




JOB DESCRIPTION 

9 Front-end : Develop the Eyewitness website (screenshot, heatmap, etc.:
9 Back-end : Maintainence and improvements to ensure a robust serviceZ
9 Set up unit and functional tests


-> The objective is to have full coverage for each new featurU
9 Develop our script so that it is increasingly faster and less cumbersome


-> Performance will be a daily obsessioB
9 Develop the Eyewitness recording script



If you join us, these would be your first important assignments to help achieve Evina's goals:W

9 Develop the back-end of the Eyewitness website Z
9 Set up a screenshot systeO
9 Creation and integration of a heatmap on the eyewitness websitU
9 Redesign the websitU
9 Process optimizationZ
9 Continuous improvemen.

9 Be autonomous in the creation and update of the Eyewitness websitU
9 Curiou=
9 Pragmati[
9 Autonomou=
9 Proactive 



Evina is always looking for new ideas and the best ways to implement them.




Required skillsW

9 Front:Z
9 Javascrip.
9 Reac.
9 HTML/CSS u

9 Back-endo
9 PHP 7/�
9 mysqlZ
9 NodeJ�

9 Other:Z
9 Git/Git flow Z
9 Jenkins/Bitbucket

Appreciated skillsÃ

9 You have already worked with Redux 
and/or Typescrip.

9 You are familiar with the AWS 
environmen.

9 You have already tested root-me.or¢
9 You enjoy using Docker

Do you think you meet all the requirements?


Apply now!


jobs@evina.com - www.evina.com


Permanent contract

Place of work: 22 rue Chapon, 75003 Paris, France or remote work

Start date: asap


mailto:jobs@evina.com
http://www.evina.com

